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THE GODDARD RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING SYSTEM: 
CONCEPT, DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE 
* *  * 
G. C. Kronmiller, Jr. , and E. J. Baghdady 
ABSTRACT 
This paper is concerned with the concept, evolution and perform- 
ance analysis of a high-accuracy, near -earth and cislunar cooperative 
target tracking system, known as the Goddard Range and Range Rate 
System. 
This system combines the advantages of harmonic (or  sidetone) 
and pseudo-random coded ranging signals in a highly effective and versati le 
manner, operable either as an all-harmonic system in near -earth orbital 
tracking o r  as a hybrid system for tracking more distant spacecraft. 
system also combines the utilization of the two types of signals in a very 
attractive technique for speeding up the process of acquiring the ambiguity: 
resolving code component in tracking spacecraft at cislunar and translunar 
distances. 
The 
The theoretical analysis of system performance and e r r o r s  is fol- 
lowed by a summary of performance da ta  gathered to date by operating 
GRARR systems on a number of NASA missions. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the concept, evolution and perform- 
ance analysis of a high-accuracy, near-eart,h and cislunar cooperative 
target tracking system, known as the Goddard Range and Range Rate System. 
Until recently, the need f o r  tracking existed only in connection with 
fairly large vehicles such a s  aircraft  and missi les  at relatively close ranges. 
Conventional high-power radar  systems. a s  well a s  angle measuring interfer-  
ometer  systems were developed for this purpose and performed adequately. 
However, with the advent of the artificial satellite as a tool for furthering 
research  in space, the need for precise determination and prediction of 
positions of very small  spacecraft at large distances (100 miles t o  inter- 
planetary distances) became pressing, calling for new techniques and systems 
to  perform the necessary tracking functions. 
Several systems for tracking spacecraft have evolved within the las t  
few years .  
Goddard Range and Range Rate (henceforth abbreviated GRARR) System. 
Notable among these is the world-wide Minitrack System and the 
Minitrack is a radio interferometer that measures the angle between the 
observer 's  reference plane and the line from a reference point in the plane 
to the satellite. This system operates a t  136 mc (ear l ier ,  108 mc) anduses  
a light-weight, low-power beacon from the spacecraft which can also serve 
1 
as  a tclcmctry cari-ic>i-. 
fo r  tracking arc? a b n r v  iniiiimutn. 
fu l  and to this day is the 
A cqu is it ion N et w o r k (S T A DAN ) . 
T h u s  t h e  added spacc.craft systcBm r ~ c y u ~ r ~ m ( ~ r r t s  
Minitrack has been cxtrcmcly succ:c'ss- 
work horse' '  of NASA's  Space Tracking a n d  Data  I I  
Wh e n Mini t r a c k w as de v c 1 o p e d , s p a c c: c raft n 1 i s s i o r i  s w (: r e p 1 ann e d 
Then, as spacecraft technology Advanced, t h e  in- fo r  low circular orbits. 
terest  shifted to  highly elliptical orbits and space probes. 
ing system suffers under these conditions because of the great distances the 
spacecraft can move with little change in angle, especially near  apogee f o r  
an elliptical orbit. New techniques were obviously needed. The GRARR 
system, developed to f i l l  this need, represents  a significant advance over 
the Minitrack System. 
An angle mcasur-  
The GRARR system evolved as the result  of recourse t.o the examina- 
A study of the possible tion of ail considerations of fundamental significance. 
parameters  one could measure  led to the choice of range, o r  radial distance, 
and range rate, o r  radial velocity. The choice of using a steerable antenna 
with the system would also provide a fairly accurate angle measurement. 
Several other factors then had to be chosen: the type of signa! s t ructure  to 
use for  making the range measurement, the implementation of the doppler 
~ 
. .  system, the r - f  ca r r i e r  frequency, the modulation and demodulationprocesses, 
etc. 
It was fairly obvious that the system would need some form of a 
transponder in the spacecraft. 
tion on the size, weight and power consumption of the system transponder. 
This factor w a s  the predominant one in selecting the type of s ignals t ructure  
to be used in makingthe range measurement. 
to require a minimum of bandwidth and lend itself favorably to  detection onthe 
ground. 
Spacecraft limitations placed a rea l  res t r ic -  
The tracking signal would have 
The ideal signal for  this application is a sine wave. 
2 
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., 
Tlic iin~,lc.iti(.iitntioi~ oI' t h v  t lo~~1)1~1r .  systtrrni i)rovc-tl tno r(: 01' ;L 
pi*oblem. 
oscillator instabilitics that  would rcndcr the range-rate mcasurr:mt:nt use- 
less. A sccond consideration w a s  the desirability of making simultaneous 
measurements from three stations for a trilateration that would producc: 
a complete orbit solution from one observation interval. T h i s  would he 
useful for evaluating injection into orbit o r  the second burning of the launch 
vehicle. Roth of these problems were solved by a transponder technique 
that translates the received ca r r i e r  to a l o w  i - f  frequency (around 1 to 3 
mc) and then modulates this whole  spectrum on the new downlink car r ie r .  
A intans w a s  i ~ q u i  i ~ t l  for  ciliminntj ng thc offtbcts of si,a(;[Bcrafi 
The choice of r-f c a r r i e r  w a s  complicated by the various mission 
requirements. 
spacecraft operating in t,he VHF region and large spacecraft were being planned 
that required increasingly precise  measurements. A study of ionospheric 
e r r o r s  showed that range measurement with signals in the 1°F region was 
affected to  the extent of several  hundred meters ,  while above 1 kmc these 
e r r o r s  were negligible. The solution to  t.his dilemma was to build two sepa- 
rate systems, one at VHF and one at S-Band. 
A large number of missions was being planned around small  
After the preceding preliminary decisions, the details of system 
Basic  considerations in signal design design remained to  be  worked out. 
and evaluation of systems using various types of signal designs in the light 
of the requirements of near-earth orbits and trajectories with high dynamics 
led to the adoption of a signal structure consisting of a se t  of ' 'sidetones'lfor 
precision measurements and ambiguity resolution to moderate distances , 
supplemented by an ambiguity resolving code for resolving ambiguities to  
lunar  distances and beyond. 
evaluations and comparisons are  presented in Section 2. 
The basic  considerations and preliminary 
3 
‘Thr  basic system for S-13and operation, to \ I C  tlcscribctl i n  % ; c i . j o r i  
for thc proc:isc> mc.asurcmc!nt, . a d d i t I o r ~ ~ c l  3 ,  consists of n 100 k c  sidc.tonc. 
sidctonc~s down to 8 cps and a digital code for amhjguity resolution. 
V H F  system, because of bandwidth restrictions, uses a 20-kc; sidetonc f o r -  
the precise measurement. 
cent provides range measurement wi th  a precision of :::15 meters  with a 
100-kc  tone, and k 7 5  meters  w.ith a 20-kc tone. 
to 0.1 n i / sec  in the  S-Band system and 1.0 m / s e c  in the VHF system. 
system design and performance analysis is presented in Section 4. 
Y’he 
Measurement of phase with a precision of 1 per- 
-. 
Range rate  can h e  mcasurcd  
A ” 
In o rder  to provide good world-wide coverage, system stationloca- 
tions were chosen at Rosman, N. C. ; Carnarvon, Australia, Tananarive, 
Madagascar; Fairbanks , Alaska ;  and Santiago, Chile. The first three systems 
in their  present form use sidetones exclusively,the last two u s e  sidetones 
supplemented by a n  ambiguity resolving code. 
T h e  system has thus f a r  been successfully used to track four space- 
craft:  IMPS A,B and C on V H F  and OGO-A on S-Rand. The resul ts  will be 
discussed in Section 5. 
been successfully employed in tracking communication satellites. 
systems i n  which the range tones are transmitted over a communication 
channel have been built fo r  the SYNCOM and for the Applications Techno- 
logi c a1 Space craft Programs . 
The fundamental techniques of this system have also 
Special 
A most interesting current program, called GEOS, consists of a 
tracking experiment in which the spacecraft w i l l  be tracked by several  
means, using l a se r  beams, cameras ,  interferometers,  pure doppler, and 
radio (transponder). 
data f rom all of these various systems. 
2. Preliminarv Considerations 
This w i l l  provide a unique opportunity to compare 
l a  2 
2. 1 Fundamental Characterist ics of Ranging Signals 
In  a general sense, the process  of ranging‘to a cooperative t rans-  
( 1  
ponder consists of the repeated t ransmission of a signal pattern, o r  “event, 
to the transponder and back to the source, and measuring the round-trip 
4 
c 
transit time. 
time scale through which o n c  would havct t.o shift the orjgjnal1.y tranwrnit1.r.d 
Tho round-l.rip 1.I-nnsjt. l i m o  js evId(tnt1.y thv t l jstancc o n  t h c  
I t  event'' in order  to make it coincjdc cxactly (i. c .  , i n  p h a s r )  with i ts  rc:turnrtd 
replica. If the repetition period of the transmitted l'evc:nt1l is longer than  t h e  
expected round-trip transit  time, then the output of the evcint gcncrator will 
line up in exact phase- with i ts  returned replica only once as w e  s l i d e  i t  in ti.me 
through a distance that equals the round-trip t ransi t  time. 
I 1  1 1  
The operation performed to establish the above alignment of signal 
and return consists of cross-  correlating t ime shifted replicas of the original 
output of the "event1' generator with the returned signal plus noise. Since the 
exact t ime delay, P, between the transmitted and received signals is not 
known in advance, the process is carried out by a t r ia l -and-error  procedure. 
Certain delays, 7,  a r e  tried, and the cross-correlation values for each delay 
are computed. 
= R ( P  - 7). 
R 
the signal. F o r  random noise, R (7) is, in general, independent of T .  The 
time shift f rom the original reference that yields the absolute maximum of 
the autocorrelation function of the signal i s  precisely the desired round-trip 
t ransi t  time. 
R h) 
a considerable uncertainty in locating the exact peak value of the output of the 
cross-  correlator. If the autocorrelation function is sharply peaked, R (7) 
will be muck less than A (0) for rather small  values of 7 ,  and the uncertainty 
in locating the peak w i l l  be k s e .  
The signal contribution to the cross-correlation w i l l  be R 
The noise corrupting the  returned signal contributes a te rm 
(7) ss  
S 
(7 )  given by the cross-correlation of this noise with the local replica of 
s n  
s n  
If the autocorrelation function R (7 )  is relatively flat, i. e. , 
S 
R (0) for a considerable range of T ,  a small  amount of noise cancause 
S S 
S 
S 
Therefore,  a s  far a s  range measurements a r e  concerned, the ranging 
signal is completely characterized by i ts  autocorrelation function. Two 
particular examples a r e  of special interest. The f i r s t  is the autocorrelation 
5 
function givcn by COS 
scqucncc of widcly spaccd narrow pulses. 
T ,  the second is the one consisting of a periodic m 
Consider f i r s t  thc function cos w 7 ,  which  is thc autocorrelation m 
rad /sec .  function of a tone of frequency w 
of cos w 
t ime separation. Therefore, the higher the value of w 
peaked R(7) will be. 
the R(T) of a single sine wave provided the necessary choice of w 
The time shift between thepttaks 
T is 211/om sec,  and cach peak is contained within a fraction of this 
m 
m 
the m o r e  sharply m 
Almost any degree of peakedness could be matched by 
isallowed. m 
But the higher the value of w the smaller  the time shift between m 
peaks of cos T.  Consequently, in almost all tracking situations ofpractical  
interest one cannot choose w to be sufficiently high without violating the ' 'am- 
biguity resolution" requirement that 2 n / w  exceed the round-trip transit  time. 
A single sine wave of sufficiently high frequency to satisfy a desired degree of 
peakedness has an autocorrelation function made up of closely spaced, identical 
and indistinguishable sharp 'lpulses'l each of which is perfectly suitable for phase 
coincidence. 
desired one. 
m 
m 
m 
But no indication is provided as to which of the "pulses'1 is the 
Alternately, one may consider an autocorrelation function made up of 
widely spaced narrowpulses with a zero  o r  a uniformly low value in between. 
This type of autocorrelation function presents st i l l  anothe-r problem: it has the 
disadvantage of not providing any indication during the search  process  of which 
way and how far to  shift tie l,,c;l replica 01 the delayed event in order  to  bring 
about the desired time coirlcidence. 
When noise, bandwidth limitations and other practical  considerations 
a r e  taken into account, it w i l l  be found that the preceding two types of auto- 
correlation functions possess unique properties:  the sine wave type is capable 
of meeting any preset  precision requirement, whereas the widely spaced pulse 
type is capable of meeting any prese t  ambiguity resolution requirement.. 
6 
The process of bringing the  returned ''event'' and the local rcfcrence 
event'' in phase, o r  very close to  it, is called acquisition. In the light of the 1 1  
above discussion, it is clear  tha t  a single precision-rangirig s ine  wave is rap- 
idly acquirable because of its relatively short  period and the many positions 
e .  
Y in which it w i l l  be in phase with a time-shifted replica of itself. On the other 
hand, a waveform whose autocorrelation function is made up of isolated narrow 
pulses separated by long periods of uniformly low values may take much longer 
to acquire. 
reduced by not insistinp upon nothing between the widely spaced pulses, but 
ra ther  allowing the autocorrelation function to  have intermediate pulses, o r  
values, that are clearly .distinguishable f rom the 
and that clearly indicate the distance and direction to  the nearest  "in-phase" 
pulse. 
The t r ia l -and-error  time in the acquisition process canbe greatly 
I t  I I  
I 1  in-phase" pulses o r  values 
In summary, the desired characteristics of the autocorrelation function, 
R(T), of a signal for  unambiguous precision range measurement may be set forth 
as follows: 
a) R(7) must be a narrow, sharply peaked pulse in the 
vicinity of T = 0 in order  t o  minimize theuncertainty 
in locating the exact peak value of the output of the 
cross- correlator and hence reduce the corresponding 
range uncertainty. 
The behavior of R(T) in the interval between T = 0 and 
7 = (one period of t h e  event) should be indicative of the 
direction in which T should be changed in order  to ap- 
proach the T = 0 peak (and perhaps even of themagnitude 
of the desired change in  T ) ,  and 
The period of R(T) should exceed the two-way range sig- 
nal propagation time. 
b) 
c) 
2.2 Ranging Signal Synthesis Techniques 
It is convenient to  classify ranging systems into harmonic and non- 
harmonic. A harmonic system is based exclusively on characterist ics 
7 
. 
of sine waves such as their zcro crossings or phase shifts. 
esamplc of a harmonic ranging signal is one consisting of a number of low-  
frequency toncs (sometimes called sidetones) whose frequencies a r e  chosen 
s o  that the highest one meets the desired range-measurement accur,acy, and 
the lower ones  provide ambiguity resolution. 
all categories that a r e  not centered exclusively on the properties of discrete 
sine waves in range measurement. Important examples are pulse r ada r  and 
ranging systems based exclusively on ps eudo-random binary sequences. 
An important --
. 
Non-harmonic systems include 
In harmonic systems, ambiguity resolution and high precision in 
the location'of the peak of R(T),  together with "in between'' indicators for  
rapid acquisition, can be accomplished by using a ranging signal consisting 
of several  pl'operly weighted tones. The autocorrelation function of such a 
sum of tones is a sum of cosine t e rms  at thk frequencies of the tones, all 
t e rms  being cophasal at T = 0. 
a tall peaked hump centered about T = 0. 
related, this hump will repeat at intervals of the period of the lowest tone. 
The large humps are separated by a number of considerably smal le r  undula- 
tions that decrease in  amplitude to  a minimum near  the mid-point between 
the humps. 
quencies are integer multiples in a geometrical progression of the lowest 
frequency. If the common multiple is M, the autocorrelation function of 
the sum is 
Such an autocorrelation function possesses  
If the frequencies are harmonically 
In the GRARR system, a number of tones are added whose f re -  
~ ~ 
n- 1 N 
n= 1 
R(T) = 2 a cos M W1' , a real n n 
a 
Lct us now t u r n  to some c y a n i p l c s  of non-h;wmorii(x s igna ls .  
Consider f i r s t  thc single pulsc. For a given rcsoluljon (limited maxi-  
ilium pulse-width) and a limitation on peak power, the available signal 
energy wil l  be severely limited. Increased energy without sacrificing 
the accuracy of range determination may be secured by using a recurring 
group of short  pulses and adding up the results of integrating over each 
pulse in a group. However, i f  the spacing between pulse groups is suf- 
ficient to prevent range ambiguity, the resultant peak factor will, in 
most practical cases,  be s o  high that the available energy wi l l  still be 
s eve rely limited. 
The combination of the property of high signal energy that is 
characterist ic of a continuous waveform with an autocorrelation function 
that is s imilar  t o  tha t  of a pulse t r a i n  can be achieved by using a pseudo- 
random binary sequence. 
binary digits These 
sequences have roughly an  equal proportion of ones and zeros, as would 
a random binary sequence, and they have a very sharp autocorrelation 
function. 
shift-register sequence is characterized by the values 
A recurring pseudo-random sequence of 
3 can be generated by a clock-driven shift register.  
In fact, the autocorrelation function for a maximal-length 
R(T) = p f o r T = k p ,  k = O ,  f1, f 2  ,... 
= -1 T # kp 
9 
. 
n where p is the length of the soquenco (= 2 
of n f l i p  flops) and T represents thc shiEt (measured in  b i n a r y  digits). 
a pseudo-random (sometimes denoted p - r )  sequence w i t h  a l o n g  period, p, 
could be used to  provide unambiguous and accurate rango data. 
ambiguous ranging capability of a coded sequence increases i n  direct propor- 
tion to  its length; precision is determined by the width of each pulse i n  the 
s eque n ce . 
- 1 for a shif t .  r-chgisttir madrt UIJ 
Thus 
T h e  u n -  
. 
An important practical consideration affecting the use of p - r  sequences 
is t.he time required to effect acquisition. The straightforward acquisition of 
a code by the receiver would involve a trial correlation with a shifted version 
of the transmitted waveform, with the average taken over a significant fraction 
of the total length of the code, for  every possible shift until correlation is 
achieved. Because of the shape of the autocorrelation function, it is impos- 
sible t o  learn anything from a trial except that exact correlation has o r  has 
not been achieved. Then, assuming no pr ior  knowledge of the target range, 
the mean acquisition time for  a code p digits long would involve p /2  t r ia l  
correlations. If the correlation properties of the code are to be fully realized, 
averaging must occur over the entire length of the code. But i f  the available 
signal energy relative to  the background noise density is sufficiently high, 
reductions in the integration t ime may be  allowed, resulting in a proportionate 
redbction of the acquisition time. 
The above crude method may require as many as p trial correlations,  
while in principle, the fundamentals of maximal-length sequences show that 
the sequence carries only log p e n bits of information and hence should, in 
the absence of noise, be completely determinable f rom one trial inspection of 
n digits. 
because it assumes noise-free conditions. 
2 
This, however, represents  a n  ex t reme lower bound and is unrealist ic - 
10 
\ \ ' h c ~ i  t.h(. si:pi;il c~tic~t.r:y 1 ~ ~ 1 a t  iv(\  1.0 1 hts l ~ ~ ~ c l ~ ~ ~ * o ~ ~ ~ i ~ l  : ) is( :  ( l ( ,nsj l . ,y  
is suffici(.ntly h igh .  i h c .  tillml>c~t. o f  t 1- ia ls  cat1 t ) ( -  :;jgt>ifir:itIl 1;: r ~ c ~ r l u c c ~ d  j f  I h v  
codc is m n d ( ~  up  o f  st>vc.i-:il short. suhcot - l t i s  that. c a n  be 3cqii i rc*d i t~d iv idua l l ,y .  
S(.vcrnl mcthods c.sist by which short scquc'nccs can t ic  combjncd into a long 
sc'qucwcc whose period is the product of t.he periods of tho  s u b s e q u e n c e s .  If 
the  lengths o r  periods of the subsequences a r e  re1ativel.y prime, they can h c  
combined linearly o r  nonlinearly (modulo 2 combinations of sequences of zeros  
and ones) to  produce the required long sequence. 
(subcodes) with relatively pr ime periods p , p , p 
new sequence with period p = p p p 
ti*ials by direct correlation with each of the subsequences separately. 
Fo r  example, three sequences 
can be combined to form a 
which can be acquired in at most z p i  
a b c  
i= a 
This 
w a b c '  
technique, however, has  the drawback that while lining up each component 
subsequence, the full energy of the  incoming signal is not employed, since the 
maximum height of the cross-  correlation function between the combined se- 
quence and one of its components is less  than the height p of the autocorrela- 
tion function of the combined sequence. 
speed of acquisition when such combined sequence techniques a r e  used. 
Thus, detectability is traded for  
The acquisition t ime for each of the components depends on the number 
of .elements over which the average is taken during each t r ia l  correlation. If 
the number of elements is small  there may be considerable self-noise from 
the 'code appearing along with the random receiver noise. Correlation would 
have to  be performed over the entire code period pw to eliminate self-noise and 
to  achieve the idealized correlation function of the code. A s  the length of the 
averaging interval is decreased, the acquisition t ime w i l l  decrease,  but a point 
w i l l  be reached when the increased noise bandwidth and increased code self- 
noise begin to cause false acquisition indications. 
2.3 Selection of Baseband Waveform and R F  Modulation 
The basic  characterist ics required of the "baseband" tracking "event" 
or signal have so  far been discussed in t e rms  of properties of the desired 
11 
autocorrelation function. However, it is well- known that an autocorrelation 
function is not sufficient f o r  complete specification of a waveform. 
complete design of the transmission system requires that we further specify 
The 
a) the choice of the baseband event waveform - specifically, 
the relationships among the frequencies, the initial rel-  
ative phases, and the amplitude weightings of the baseband 
tones, o r  the  elementary waveform in the p - r  sequence;and 
the modulation technique for placing the desired tracking 
signal in  a specified region of the radio-frequency spectrum. 
b) 
Lnthe design of ranging signals, the choice of R F  modulation affects 
the choice of baseband waveform. 
the desired type of R F  modulation. 
and exponent modulation. 
Consequently, w e  first seek to  establish 
We distinguish between linear modulation 
4 
Linear Modulation 
In general, l inear modulation can be considered unsuitable for conveying 
Although the signal occupies minimal bandwidth, it has a tracking signal. 
several  undesirable features. Any nonlinear amplification o r  signal process- 
ing in  successive stages wi l l  give r i s e  to  crosstalk within the baseband. The 
power utilization inefficiency of linear modulations is a significant disad- 
vantage. In the particular case of SSB modulated tracking signals, the 
use of product demodulation will  introduce a baseband .phase shift cor -  
responding to any phase e r r o r  existing between the nominal c a r r i e r  
and the reference. 
An important exception is DSB with a suppressed or  reduced ca r r i e r ,  
generated by direct multiplication (or balanced-modulation) of the r-f c a r r i e r  
by a bipolar sequence of rectangular pulses. 
phase modulation by step functions. 
binary pseudo- random sequences) combines the advantages of l inear modulation 
The resul t  is equivalent to 
This type of modulation (well-suited for  
12 
c 
and csponent modulation, as long ;is 1 . h ~  binary waveform:; ;LT'C vc'ry ncarly 
rcctangular. 
econoniy of bandwidth occupancy brings out disadvantageous propertics of 
liricar modulation. ) 
Exponent Modulation 
(Esccssivc rounding of the cdgcs of thcs binary pulses for 
Although wasteful of frequency space when comparcxl wi th  l inear 
modulation, exponent modulation offers the following advantages : 
a) The peak factor of an cxponcnt-modulated signal 
is the smallest  achievable in an RF signal anci is 
always considerably less than t h a t  of a l inear-  
modulated signal. 
allows power amplifiers t o  be driven at their  
saturated levels in  all transmitting or transpond- 
ing units, resulting not only in the maximum output 
power levels, but a l so  in increased amplification 
efficiency. Consequently, exponent modulation 
offers the maximum powcr-packing" capability 
(or efficiency of packing of available average 
power into the  radiated signal). 
The constant signal envelope 
I 1  
b) The system implementation is simplified because 
the signal can be processed in nonlinear devices 
and hence presents no problems of dynamic range 
of l inear  operation. 
problem arises from the fact that the frequency 
characterist ics of circuits depend upon signal level. ) 
(In practice, a dynamic range 
c )  In harmonic systems, the desired baseband siclctones 
can be extracted from the exponent -modulation signal 
in  at least two ways: 
(i) by some exponent-demodulation means 
followed by appropriate phase-locked 
oscillator isolation of the desired tones; o r  
(ii) by direct  filtering operation on the  I F  signal 
spectrum and/or l inear  demodulation means. , 
13 
In harmonic systcms using c’slmnc.nt modulation, t h ( -  IISP of (’x- 
poncnt dcniodulation tcchniquvs prior i o  t h ( >  iso1:itlon of t h c  r lc .c; j  rcsd toncs 
may result in important modifications o f  t he  noise spcct ra l  cicmsity as a 
function of frequency. Only under Conditions of high input S / h  ratio and 
with a phase demodulator docs the basc.hand noise spectrum vary with 
frequency exactly in the same mannctr as the i - f  noise spectrum varies 
with frequency deviation from the instantaneous signal ireyuency (e. g. ,  
white noise plus a carrier at  the demodulator input leads to  white noise 
at the demodulator output). But with a frequency demodulator under the 
same  conditions, the output noise power spectral  density is given by the 
i-f  noise spectral  density as a function of the frequency deviation from 
the signal instantaneous frequency, weighted by the square of this frequency 
deviation. Thus,  white noise plus a much s t ronger  carrier a t  the F M  de-  
modulator input leads to  baseband noise having a parabolically rising power 
spectral  density with increasing frequency. 
When the S I N  ratio is w e l l  below the demodulator threshold, the 
action of an F M  demodulator (for example) upon the sum of signal pliis 
noise leads to  a substantial suppression of the signal and of the signal 
modulation. Thus, even though the desired tones may be present 
in the demodulator output deep in the noise, they can be  expected tobe  l e s s  
favorable to  operate on than their  f i rs t -order  spectral  contributions in  the R F  
signal. 
Consequently, direct  extraction of the desired tones as frequency 
differences of specified IF spectral  components possesses  significant 
advantages. .q 3-db improvement in performance against random noise 
as well as reduction of certain undesirable spectral  components may be 
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achieved by using both the upper  and the lower sideband components 
by translating the IF spectrum down to  zero  center frequency. 
One must, however, guard against a choice of modulating frequency (or 
frequencies) that results in an overcrowded spectrum for  the resulting 
signal, thus complicating the problem of satisfactory isolation of 
the desired tones. 
2 . 4  
2 
Comparison of Harmonic and Pseudo-Random Systems 
Careful consideration of the characteristics of tracking systems 
based on harmonic and pseudo-random signals brings out a number of 
points of great practical interest, 
a decisive requirement for  high resolution (or precision) and minimal 
acquisition time, with a limitation on allowable bandwidth occupancy, 
systems based purely on harmonic signals (or sidetones) are potentially 
superior to  systems based exclusively on pseudo-random codes. Second, 
in situations in which there is a decisive requirement for resolving am- 
biguities in excess of a lunar distance, systems based purely on pseudo- 
random codes are potentially superior to those based exclusively on 
continuous tones. Third, from the viewpoint of all considerations in- 
fluenced decisively by bandwidth occupancy, systems based exclusively 
on' continuous tones a r e  potentially preferable to those based exclusively 
on pseudo-random codes. 
decisive requirement for transmission security and jam resistance, pseudo- 
random codes are clearly more advantageous. 
than those just enumerated, the two types of systems are of comparable 
ratings . 
First, in situations in which there is 
Fourth, in situations in which there  is a 
Fifth, in all respects other 
The advantages associated with each of the above two types of signals 
may be secured in a composite of harmonic and non-harmonic waveforms. 
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. 
Representatives of this class of signals would range between 
a) the extreme in which an all-harmonic signal 
is modified by the introduction of a low-frequency 
coded waveform for coarse ambiguity resolution, 
and 
b) the extreme in which an all-pseudo-random code 
(or other non-harmonic) signal is modified by 
the addition of a single high-frequency sidetone 
for high resolution. 
The optimal choice of hybrid signal would rely heavily on 
sidetones with an auxiliary ambiguity resolution function provided 
by p- r  sequences o r  perhaps other pulse compression techniques. 
Such a composite system would allow the maximum range resolution 
(or precision) to be obtained,,from a signal of a given bandwidth with- 
out severely limiting ambiguity resolution. In addition, the signal 
acquisition t ime would be essentially that of a pure sidetone system. 
A hybrid system would be particularly useful for  tracking 
satellites in intermediate t o  lunar range orbits and in tracking all 
phases of a complex vehicle mission involving near-earth and deep 
space operations. It can also provide independent measurements of 
range and range rate at a rapid rate ,  which is particularlyadvantageous 
in tracking at lunar distances and beyond where relatively la rge  round- 
t r ip  transit  t imes a r e  encountered. The GRARR system w a s  conceived 
to embody the advantages of a hybrid system in a manner that is read- 
ily adaptable to special mission requirements. 
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3. GRARR System Description 
The Goddard Range and Range Rate System to be described i n  the 
present section combines the advantages of harmonic and pseudo-random 
signals in a highly effective and versatile manner, operable either as an 
all-harmonic system in  near-earth orbital tracking o r  a s  a hybrid system 
fo r  tracking more distant spacecraft. The system also combines the 
utilization of the two types of signals in  a very attractive technique for 
speeding up the process of acquiring the ambiguity resolving code compo- 
nent in tracking spacecraft at cislunar and translunar distances. 
5 
3 . 1  Overall System Description 
A simplified block diagram of the GRARR System is shown in 
The system utilizes both S-Band and VHF tracking equipment. Fig. 1. 
One mode of system operation is to use the S-Band portion of the 
system to extract range, range rate, and angle data and the VHF receiv- 
ing system to guide the S-Band antenna in the initial spatial acquisition of 
the spacecraft. Thus, initially, the VHF antenna sector scans around the 
expected spacecraft approach angle until the VHF receiver locks onto the 
136 -1 37 Mc beacon transmissions from the Spacecraft. 
tion, the s-Band antenna is slaved to the VHF antenna and the S-Band 
t ransmit ter  radiates an unmodulated ca r r i e r .  When the VHF antenna 
acquires the spacecraft, the S-Band transponder is unsquelched by the 
S-Band uplink c a r r i e r  and begins transmitting. 
locks onto the satellite transmissions and automatically initiates the modula- 
tion of the uplink carrier with ranging tones, the S-Band antenna auto- 
t rack mode of operation, and the extraction of range, range rate,  and 
angle data. 
During this opera- 
The S-Band receiver then 
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Another mode of system operation is to acquire and track at the 
VHF frequency. 
until the VHF transponder carrier frequency is acquired by the VHF 
ground receiver.  
mode, range tones are applied to modulate the uplink VHF c a r r i e r  and the 
VHF receiver starts extracting range, range rate, and angle data. 
In this mode, the VHF antenna performs the sector scan 
Then the antenna automatically rever t s  to an autotrack 
, 
The sum of the ranging tones phase-modulates the uplink carrier. 
The transponder heterodynes the uplink signal in a double conversion 
process down to a pre-assigned sub-channel frequency space. Three 
separate bandpass amplifier-limiters a r e  employed in the S-Band t r a n s -  
ponder in o rde r  to accommodate three-channel operation. 
f rom these amplifier l imiters  a r e  summed and then applied as phase modu- 
lation on the downlink carrier. 
Figure 2 shows the resultant spectra  at the inputs and outputs of the S-Band 
and VHF transponders, respectively. The frequency translation and re - 
transmission are performed in such a manner that coherent two-way 
doppler measurements can be obtained individually and separately by each 
ground station. 
The outputs 
The downlink signal is thus PM/PM.  
The VHF and S-Band ground antennas a r e  mounted on 
identical hydraulically powered X-Y pedestals. The VHF antenna system 
con8ists of an a r r ay  of cavity-backed slots mounted on a 28-foot square 
ground plane. It provides 20 db of gain at the 148 mc transmit frequency 
and 19 db at the 136 mc receive frequency. 
elements are grouped and processed to generate one sum andtwo difference 
signals fo r  phase -comparison monopulse angle tracking. 
antenna system consists of two 14-foot parabolic reflectors with Casse - 
The outputs of the antenna 
The S-Band 
grain feeds so that the receive and transmit functions can be separated. It 
provides approximately 35 db of gain at the 2270 m c  transmit frequency and 
33 db at the 1705 mc receive frequency, and utilizes amplitude-comparison 
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Fig, 2 Illustrations of GRARR signal spectra. 
monopulse angle tracking. 
gram employ 30-fOOt parabolic reflectors with Cassegrain feeds for the 
S-Band antenna. 
Two systems constructed after the initial pro- 
Associated with each antenna system is one sum-channel and two 
The sum-channel receiver contains the c a r r i e r  
I t s  outputs consist of an AGC volt- 
e r r o r  -channel receivers.  
and sub-car r ie r  phase-locked loops, 
age and a reference signal for the error-channel receivers,  a doppler plus 
bias signal for range rate extraction, and the demodulated range tones, 
ambiguity resolving code (ARC), and a rate-aiding signal for range extrac- 
tion. 
detection of the X angle and Y angle tracking e r r o r s .  
drive a servo system that controls automatic angle tracking. 
angle encoder is used for  precise angle read-out. 
The e r r o r  -channel receivers provide synchronous amplitude 
The e r r o r  signals 
A 16-bit 
Range, range-rate and angle data a r e  punched on paper tape, 
whence they a re  transmitted to GSFC via  teletype in a format convenient 
for 1 1 9 0  iq digital computing facilities for rapid, precise calculation of 
the space vehicle orbital parameters. 
The VHF and S-Band systems radiate 1 0  kw each in their  uplink 
signals. 
sys tem and 1 kw in the VHF system for  close-in tracking, i f  necessary, 
to avoid transponder saturation. 
The power output is switchable to 500 watts in  the S-Band 
A 1 Mc  frequency standard provides extremely stable reference 
frequencies for the entire system. The digital clock provides a local time 
standard from the frequency standard and provides a 1 pps output for time 
synchronization with WWV. The system time accuracy is thus essentially 
l imited by the uncertainty in propagation time of the WWV signal. 
t iming equipment is chosen to be several o rde r s  of magnitude better than 
this propagation uncertainty in order to allow for improved system timing 
The 
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at a later date when a V L F  WWV signal is made available with less propa- 
gation delay uncertainty. 
The range, range rate, data multiplexing, and t i d ing  equipment 
are common to the two systems, allowing range and range rate measure-  
ments to be made with either the V H F  portion o r  the s-Band portion, but 
not with both simultaneously. 
3. 2 Range Measurement (Sidetone) 
Precision range measurements are accomplished by the use of 
ranging sidetones. 
and transponder returned sidetones is directly proportional to the two-way 
range between the tracking antenna and the satellite. The ranging sidetone 
frequencies a r e  500 kc, 100 kc, 20 kc, 4 kc, 800 cps, 160 cps, 32 cps, and 
8 cps. Thus, except for the last tone, successive frequencies are in a 5 : l  
ratio. (The considerations affecting the choice of tone frequency and f r e -  
quency ratio among the tones are discussed in  Section 4. ) The highest 
frequency is selectable between 500 kc, 100 kc and 20 kc and is used to 
determine the finest increment of range; the lower-frequency tones are 
used to resolve range measurement ambiguities. 
The phase shift between ground-transmitted sidetones 
The reference pulse generator is used co produce phase-coherent 
tongs of 100 kc, 20 kc, down to 8 cps. 
1 pps or 6 ppm are also generated. 
generated i n  a fully clocked digital divider chain using a 1 mc frequency 
standard signal as an input. 
dent with positive-going zero  crossings of the higher. tones. A refer- 
ence pulse (selected with the system data rate switch), along with a zero  
crossing of the highest tone in use (100 kc in this example), is used to 
generate a s tar t  pulse that marks  precisely the time of transmission 
of an all zero-phase condition for  all the tones. 
Reference pulses.of 4 pps, 2 pps, 
These tones and reference pulses are 
Thus, each of the reference pulses is coinci- 
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Pr ior  to transmission, the ranging tones pass through the Zero- 
Set Phase Shifte'r Unit'. This unit enables individual and combined 
phase shift of the ranging tones s o  that the individual transtnitted tones 
can be phase- or time-shifted with respect to those used to generate the 
s ta r t  pulse. In this way, an adjustable bias canbe applied in the range time 
measurement to  calibrate out the e€fect of fixed equipment time delays and 
differential time delays between tones. 
4 
The ground receiver u s e s  an extracted carrier reference to shift 
the desired portion of the downlink RF  spectrum down to a zero  frequency 
center, f i l ters the desired tones, and sends them to the Digital Tone Ex- 
tractor.  
coherent with the received tones in  the following manner. The highest tone 
in use (100 kc  in this example) is used to drive a digital divide chain that 
regenerates all the other tones (i. e . ,  20 kc, 4 kc down to 8 cps). 
constructed 20 kc will  be either in phase with the received 20 kc o r  some 
mul t ide  of 36015 = 72 deg out of phase with i t  (i. e . ,  72 deg, 144 deg, 216 
deg, 288 deg). The phases of the digitally generated 20 kc and the received 
20 kc a r e  compared, and the digitally generated 20 kc  is stepped in phase (by 
adding extra 100 kc pulses) until a zero phase difference is indicated. 
Once the 20 kc tone is locked, the 4 kc tones a r e  synchronized in the same 
manner. 
tally reconstructed tones. 
The Digital Tone Extractor regenerates clean tones that a r e  phase 
The re- 
This same process is used to phase synchronize all of the digi- 
The use of this  digital tone extraction technique makes i t  possible 
to switch off lower-frequency tones (in the sidetone combiner) after acqui- 
sition, since only the highest tone is required to drive the digital divide 
chain. 
3. 3 Range Measurement (Hybrid) 
A maximal-length sequence is employed for  resolving ambiguities 
when the transit  time to  the spacecraft and back is grea ter  than the period 
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of the 8 cps sidetone. thus consists of 
the basic sidetone system modified to incorporate ambiguity resolution 
by a supplementary digital code ranging signal. Two independent range 
measurements a re  made, a tone range measurement and an ambiguity- 
resolving-code range measurement. The tone measurement uses tones 
from 500 kc to 8 cps, providing a precise range measurement that is 
ambiguous to  an integral multiple of an 8 cps half wavelength (i. e. , an 
integral multiple of 18, 740 km). 
is then used to resolve the 8 cps ambiguities in the tone range measure- 
ment out to approximately’606,81)8 km. 
The resulting hybrid 
The ambiguity-resolving-code signal 
/ 2 Ji, cec 
The ambiguity-resolving (henceforth abbreviated AR) code used 
in the GRARR system is a linear combination of two relatively prime 
maximal-length subcodes whose lengths are 127 bits and 255 bits. The 
combination produces an output sequence that repeats every 32,  385  bits 
and is driven at  a clock rate  of 4000 bits pe r  second, This yields a code 
length of slightly over 8 seconds, corresponding to an unambiguous one- 
way range of 60~-8M km. 
$2/& G O @  
A simplified functional block diagram of the hybrid system is 
shown in Fig. 3.  
pletely acquired and tone ranging s t a r t  and stop pulses a r e  being generated. 
Onck the tone system is acquired, the minor tones a r e  removed f rom the 
transmitter and replaced with an AR-code-modulated 4 kc subcarr ier .  The 
f i r s t  tone s ta r t  pulse is used by the AR Decoder Control logic to simultan- 
eously stop the AR Decoder and se t  i ts  regis ter  contents equal to the con- 
The AR code is not applied until the tone system is com- 
tents of the transmitter AR Encoder. When the tone stop pulse is received 
by the control logic, the AR Decoder is started,  using the doppler shifted 
4 kc from the Digital Tone Extractor as a clock. 
has been offset in time from the AR Encoder by the ambiguous two-way 
transit time to  the spacecraft, as measured by the tone system. 
Thus, the AR Decoder 
The AR 
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Decoder will then be either in phase with the received demodulated code, 
o r  time-shifted from it by an integral number of 1 /8  second (500-bit) in- 
tervals. 
between the A R  Decoder and the received AR code and if correlation is not 
indicated, stepping the A R  Decoder by 500 bits ( l / S  sec) and testing again 
for  correlation. This process is repeated until correlation is achieved. 
The Ambiguity Number Counter receives a pulse from the decoder logic 
circuit each time the AR Decoder is stepped 500 bits, keeping track of the 
number of 8 cps periods involved. A set  of thumbwheel digiswitches also 
enables the operator to s ta r t  the acquisition sequence at  any range ambi- 
guity slot ,  allowing maximum use  to be made of any a priori  range infor- 
mation. 
The acquisition process now consists of making a t r ia l  correlation 
The method used to shift the AR Decoder in 500 bit steps is worthy 
of description here. 
would require deleting pulses a t  a 4 kc r a t e i f  done in a conventional manner. 
Another way of achieving the same thing is to shift the code sequence forward 
through a whole sequence period minus 500 bits (i. e., 32,385-500 = 31,885 
bits). Since the sequence used here  is made up of two short  subsequences, 
i t  can be shown that by shifting the 255 bit subcode ahead 10 bits, and the 
127 bit subcode ahead 8 bits, the composite code is shifted ahead 31, 885 bits 
proaucing the desired 500 bit delay. Furthermore,  since we are now adding 
pulses rather than deleting them, they can be added at  a fast  rate (100 kc) 
and the entire shift can take place between 4 kc clock pulses, thusminimizing 
the A R  code shift time. 
It is desired to delay the AR Decoder 500 bits, which 
6 
After correlation has been achieved and the hybrid system is com- 
pletely phase-locked to the returned signal, the number in the Ambiguity 
Number Counter indicates the number of full 118 sec periods in the round- 
t r i p  time to the spacecraft. The hybrid system now provides a continuous 
periodic check on this number s o  that i t  will automatically be updated when 
the spacecraft range changes to  a new ambiguity slot. 
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3. 4 Transponders 
S-Band Transponder 
The functional block diagram of the S-Band transponder is shown 
I 
- in Fig. 4a. The incoming signals a r e  heterodyneddown to pre-assigned subcar r ie r  
frequencies by mixing with a multiple of a locally generated reference signal. 
The reference oscillator frequency, f (=28. 4167 mc), is used in a double 
conversion to translate a signal of up-link received ca r r i e r  frequency f 
U P  
f 
up, d 
bands are used, centered at  1 . 4  mc,  2. 4 mc, and 3. 2 mc,  corresponding 
to three different ground transmitter frequencies. This allows the trans - 
ponder to be used by one, two, o r  three ground stations simultaneously. 
Each transponder subchannel contains bandpass amplifiers, l imiters ,  and 
a squelch gate. 
used to phase-modulate the downlink carr ier .  
unused subchannels from modulating the downlink c a r r i e r  with pure noise. 
It should be noted that the transponder transmitter frequency is derived 
f rom the reference oscillator, f 
quencies for the double conversion to subcarriers.  
the downlink signal to be usable by the ground stations to extract two-way 
doppler for range rate  measurement, free of the effects of the transponder 
reference oscillator instabilities, and without requiring separate teleme- 
tered information about spacecraft oscillators. 
0 
+ 
to a subchannel at  (80 f o  - f - f ). Three subchannel frequency 
up up,d 
The outputs of the subchannels in use a r e  summed and 
The squelch gates keep 
which w a s  used to generate the LO fre- 
0’ 
This technique enables 
The design specifications of the S-Band transponder a r e  given in 
- Table I. 
VHF Transponder 
The VHF transponder is similar in operation to the S-Band unit, 
except that it is only capable of one-channel operation with 20 kc a s  the 
highest ranging tone frequency. This is primarily due to the lack of 
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bandwidth and frequency allocation in  the VHF region. 
diagram of the V H F  transponder is shown in Fig. 4b. 
specifications a r e  presented in Table I. 
A functional block 
The principal design 
The V H F  transponder also serves  a s  a telemetry transmitter for  
The ranging function is energized by a command tone that the spacecraft. 
allows the ranging modulation tobe placed on the car r ie r .  Thereafter, the presence 
of the 4 kc  ranging tone holds the transponder in the ranging condition until the tones 
a r e  turned off, a t  which time the transponder rever ts  back to a simpletelem- 
e t  ry  transmitter . 
t 
3. 5 Range Rate Measurement 
Range rate  is determined from the two-way doppler shift of the uplink 
c a r r i e r  frequency. In order  to measure this doppler shift, i t  is necessary to 
maintain coherence of the up-link frequency through the transponder and back 
to  the ground receiver where it is compared in frequency against a continuing 
sample of the uplink frequency in the range rate  extraction unit. 
ra te  extraction unit measures doppler by counting a preset number of cycles 
of the sum of the doppler shift plus a known frequency offset, and determines 
the elapsed time through a time interval meter. 
The range 
The uplink carrier is generated f rom an ultra stable 5. 6 7  M c  crystal  
oscillator. 
quency, better short-term stability can be achieved. 
frequency multiplied by 400 to produce an S-Band frequency, f 
is amplified, and radiated to the transponder, arriving as f + f where 
f 
ra te  ? and is given very  approximately by 
By starting a t  approximately 5 Mc, a s  opposed to a higher  fre- 
This 5Mc signal is 
.This signal 
UP 
U P  UDd 
l is the one-way doppier on f resulting from the transponder range 
up,d U P  
The received signal is processed by the transponder, as described in Section 
3. 4, to generate a subcarr ier  (80 f - f - f ) which is then used to 
phase-modulate a 60 f downlink ca r r i e r .  This signal is transmitted down 
to the ground receiver where it is received with a doppler shift because of 
0 UP up,d 
0 
, 
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Table I 
Design Specifications of GRARR Transponders 
Input Signal Level 
Input Frequencies 
Channel Frequencies 
Channel Power 
Difference 
Multiplication Ratio 
(transmit/receive) 
Channel Information 
Bandwidth 
Wideband Channel 
Bandwidth 
,Maximum One -way 
Doppler Shift 
Transmitted Carr ier  
Frequency 
Transmitter Power 
Transponder Group 
Delay 
Noise Figure 
S - B a d  
-40 dbm to -110 dbm (each channel) 
2270.1328 Mc 
2270.9328 Mc 
2271.9328 Mc 
3.2 Mc, 2.4 Mc, 1.4 Mc 
3 to  32 db (any channel high) 
3 1  4 
400 kc 
3.3 Mc 
f85 kc 
1705 kc 
1 watt 
4psec (to within k50 nanoseconds) 
12 db 
V H F  
-50 to -115 dbm 
148.260 M c  
12/13 
40 kc 
k5 kc 
136.110 kc 
4 watts  
17 psec 
8 db 
transponder motion relative to the tracking station. 
receiver has a c a r r i e r  frequency of 60 (f  + f o o,d 
of [ 80(f + f ) - (f  + 2f ) ] corresponding to an original uplink frequency 
f 
extract the 2f 
The signal at theground 
) and a subcarr ier  frequency 
o o,d up up,d 
The objective of the ground receiver and doppler extractor circuit is to 
U P '  
UP '  
term, the coherent two-way doppler on f 
up,d 
I 
The receiver c a r r i e r  loop locks a VCO to the incoming c a r r i e r  pro- 
The c a r r i e r  loop "phase detector" also yields o + fo,d' viding a reference at f 
the subcarr ier .  
producing a reference signal at [ 80 (f t f ) - (f + 2f ) 1.  The doppler 
extractor takes these two signals , along with the transmitter reference 
f UP 
desired 2f 
(The considerations that affect the choice of bias frequency a r e  discussed in  
Section 4. ) This doppler extraction process therefore tends to cancel out any 
instability o r  j i t ter  on the transponder oscillator, f , provided that these instabil- 
The subcarr ier  loop phase locks a VCO to this subcarr ier ,  
o o,d up 
/80 and combines them to produce [ 500 kc + 2fup, d. Thus, the 
t e r m  has been obtained on a bias frequency of 500 kc. 
UP, d 
0 
i t ies are properly tracked by both carrier and subcarr ier  phase-locked loops. 
The range rage extraction unit measures  the time interval associated 
When a reference pulse is r e -  with N cvcles of the bias plus doppler signal. 
ceived, a s t a r t  pulse is generated to start  the time interval unit counting 1Umc 
pulses. The s t a r t  pulse also s ta r t s  gating in cycles of bias plus doppler to the 
N -cycle counter. When N cycles have been counted, a stop pulse is gener- 
a t e 4  to s top the time interval unit. The count IO-mc cycles in  the t ime interval 
v 
0 0 
unit can be expressed as 
N x lo7 
(fb + 2f ) 
0 N =  
up, d 
This count is made available to  the Data Multiplexer in eight BCD decades 
(32 parallel  lines). 
knowledge of N, the No used and the bias frequency fb. 
The two-way doppler can then be computed from a 
The VHF range rate measurement system is functionally the same 
as in the S-Band system. 
doppler frequencies are lower, resulting in lower values of N 
The major difference is that the VHF c a r r i e r  and 
0' 
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4 System Design and Performance Analysis 
The purpose of this section is to  provide a brief analysis of the 
design and performance of the GRARR system, with emphasis on the justi- 
fications fo r  the selection of the critical design parameters and the special 
engineering considerations for precision tracking systems. 
considered a re :  
The topics 
4.1 
(4.1) Characteristics of Trajectories 
(4.2) 
(4.3) Signal Analysis and Design 
(4.4) Sources of E r r o r  
(4.5) 
(4.6) Fluctuation-nois e Considerations 
Tracking Design and Performance Objectives 
Effect of Spacecraft Dynamics on System Design 
Characteristics of Trajectories 
From the viewpoint of tracking system design, both the geometry 
of a trajectory relative to  a tracking station a s  well as the dynamics of 
vehicle motion a r e  of fundamental importance. 
dynamics determine the maximum and minimum ranges and elevation angles, 
the maximum values of radial and angular velocity and acceleration, and the 
maximum ' 'spectral extent" of the radial  motion. 
The relative geometry and 
The GRARR system has been designed to  track cooperative space- 
craft in orbits ranging from near-earth to highly elliptical cislunar and 
translunar missions. The emphasis in the ear ly  system design w a s  on 
highly elliptical orbits with high dynamics as typified by one with a 150 
nautical mile perigee and a 60,000 nautical mile apogee. 
picked for  detailed analysis, inasmuch a s  it appeared to  present the near  
extremes of GRARR mission dynamics. Analysis of the dynamics of this 
orbit yields a maximum range rate of about 10,000 meters / sec ,  which 
establishes a maximum two-way doppler of about 160 kc  at 2271 Mc and 
This orbit was  
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about 10 kc at 148 Mc. Maximum radial acceleration is about 400 meters /  
Range 
Range Rate 
Angle 
2 2 s e c  , establishing a maximum two-way doppler ra te  of about 6 kc/sec at 
15  meters 
0.1 meter/sec 
0.1 degree 
2271 Mc, and about 400 cps/sec at 148 Mc. The maximum angular velocity 
I 
I 
I is about 2 degrees/ sec; the maximum angular acceleration is approximately 
2 
0.05 degree/sec . 
4.2 Tracking Performance and Design Objectives 
The performance of a tracking system is frequently specified in  
t e rms  of: 
(i) Resolution, which defines the tolerance on the 
exactness a s  limited essentially by random 
e r r o r s  of all varieties. 
Accyracy, which defines the tolerance on exact- 
ness as limited by instrumental imperfections 
and systematic e r rors  attributable both to  the 
equipment and to factors external to the equip- 
ment per se ,  such as the uncertainties in the 
knowledge of the velocity of light and of the 
positions of ground stations relative to  one 
(ii) 
---+LA- 
(iii) Precision, which defines the number of signif- 
icant figures to  which a reading o r  a measure- 
ment can be made (e. g. , a micrometer is a 
precision tool for measurement of length). 
The specified performance objectives of the GRARR system call 
for the following r m s  tolerances on system instrumental accuracies: 
1 -  S-Band VHF 
50 meters  
1.0 meter / sec  
1.0 degree 
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4.3 Simal Analysis and Design 
We now turn to the signal analyses underlying the selection of 
~ range-tone frequencies and frequency ratio, RR code waveform and sub- 
and the R F  signal modulation parameters. 
c a r r i e r  modulation technique, doppler bias for range-rate measurement, 
l 
i 4.3.1 Selection of Range-tone Frequencies and Frequency Ratio 
The desired range-tone frequencies a r e  determined by the require- 
ments for (a) obtaining precision in the measurement of phase shifts; (b) 
resolving ambiguities; and (c) reducing the uncertainties of extraneous 
phase shifts. 
A straightforward approach to the attainment of precision is 
through the use of digital time measurement techniques. If the phase 
shift of the demodulated sidetones is expressed as time delays, and the 
smallest  resolvable increment is denoted p the corresponding resolution 
of (one-way) range is cp /2 units of length, independent of the frequencies 
of the sidetones employed, where c is the velocity of propagation. In the 
GRARR system, time intervals a r e  measured in quanta of 10 nanoseconds 
(which corresponds to 1.5 meters  in range). 
t’ 
t 
Resolving ambiguities usually requires that a sufficiently low 
periodicity be sought. Practical  considerations of generation and process - 
ing discourage the use of range tones having frequencies much below 10 cps. 
The lowest frequency chosen for the GRARR system is 8 cps. This choice 
of lowest frequency provides for unambiguous ranging up to  18,470 km. If 
it were presently possible to  measure the phase shift  of 8 cps with suffi- 
cient accuracy, this single tone would suffice for all ranging requirements 
out to 18,470 km. In order  t o  determine what phase-measurement accuracy 
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would be necessary with an 8 cps tone, let the system ranging instrumental 
accuracy be specified as G R  meters .  Because of the uncertainty of cp / 2  
meters  allotted to  the time measurement, there would remain a maximum 
allowable uncertainty of f(AR - cp /2 )  meters  ascribed to  the measurement 
of 8 cps phase shift. 
in t ime delay measurement. 
of frequency f then becomes R 
t 
t 
This corresponds t o  a tolerance of f(2AR/c - p s e c  t 
The allowable phase e r r o r  for  a range tone 
A b  = 5360 0 X f (7 2AR - pt)  
R (3) 
F o r  f = 8 cps, AR = 15 m and p << 2AR/c 
A b  M f2.88 X 10 degrees. 
R t 
-4 
It is not expected that the quality of tone isolation and drifts in  the parame- 
t e r s  of circuits that handle the 8 cps range tone could be maintained within 
these limits. 
:------A- . - I ;nn-+l -r  x r r 4 t h  tho vanmo trine fr~a1ienc.v. 
But it is clear  from Eq. (3) that the allowable phase error 
For example, a 500-kc 
tone could have a maximum phase e r r o r  of f18 degrees. 
The selection of the highest-frequency tone is governed by a num- 
b e r  of requirements and constraints. These result  from a specification of 
the desired instrumental accuracy, the "instrumental" S / N  threshold above 
whith this accuracy must be exceeded, and the limitation on allowable R F  
bandwidth occupancy. 
Thus, le t  AR represent the maximum allowable instrumental un- 
certainty in the range measurement. Such a range error corresponds to  
a ranging-tone phase e r r o r  of 
Ab = 2nf (2AR/c) rad (4) R 
where f is the ranging tone frequency in  cps. Solving for f yields R R 
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f = - .  c a b  
R 4a AR 
Thus fo r  a specified AR, f 
Ab that the system can be economically designed not to exceed. 
is determined by the maximum phase e r r o r  R 
Now, in any phase (or corresponding time) measuring scheme, the 
accuracy Ab that can be achieved in making phase measurements is gov- 
erned by the signal-to-noise ratio of the tone used. 
fore be isolated b y  a narrowband filter from the wide band of noise corrupt- 
ing a doppler-shifted spectrum. Phase -locked loops a r e  desirable for this 
purpose because of their  properties of narrowband filtering combined with 
frequency tracking. 
bandwidth may be  made very  narrow with respect to  the frequency of the 
tone so that only the noise power contained in a smal l  band of frequencies 
centered about the frequency of interest  constitutes the disturbance of 
major importance. 
is the mean squared value of the isolated tone, and N is the mean squared 
value of the noise contained within the noise bandwidth of the phase-locked 
loop, the mean squared value of the phase noise on the isolated tone is 
closely approximated by 
The tone must there- 
Under normal tracking conditions the closed-loop noise 
It can then be that for  S/N 2 7 db, where S 
-
n 
The Eorresponding r m s  phase e r r o r  in degrees is given by 
I -  
Thus, for a maximum tolerable rms phase e r r o r  (J we must ensure 
that S/N within the passband of the tone-isolation loop. satisfies the condition 
b 
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and for specified CT and (J the ranging-tone frequency .r is given by 4 R' 'R 
Substitution from Eq. (7) for 0 changes (9) t o  b 
Since approximation (6) holds only for  (S/N) 2 5 (= 7 db), this value of S / N  
is the lowest value that may be used i n  conjunction with Eq. (8) and (10). 
Plots of Eq. (10) for different values of a a re  shown in Fig. 5. The curve 
for 0 
(S/N) 2 21 db i f  fR  = 100 kc, and f o r  (S/N) 2 7 db i f  f R  = 500 kc. 
R 
= 15 meters  shows that this range accuracy can be maintained for 
R 
An upper limit on the permissible value of f is imposed by con- 
siderations of signal %andwidth occupancy, the coherence bandwidth of the 
transmission medium, and number of sidetones for a given frequency ratio 
between successive tones. In the design of the GRARR system, the coher- 
ence bandwidth of the medium has not been a serious consideration. 
desire  to limit the bandwidth occupancy to  allow simultaneous multi-station 
R 
The 
- .  . .  
0 I - - - -  - -  - -r"* - " * V I A  ..***A - A .,--I... v-  - - - - - I - - I - - 
of 100 kc  as the precision tone frequency. 
station operation, 500 kc  has been chosen for the precision ranging tone 
F o r  shor te r  range single- 
The choice of frequency ratio is governed by considerations of 
a) 
b) 
S / N  required for proper ambiguity resolution; 
minimization of the effect of nonlinear processing of 
the sum of the tones upon the phases of the tones; and 
number of tones acceptable from the viewpoint of signal 
power utilization, equipment implementation and opera- 
tion, and occupation of allotted R F  signal bandwidth. 
F rom the viewpoint of S IN requirements, the phase of a given 
c) 
tone must  be determinable with an accuracy that is sufficient for resolving 
one whole cycle of the tone of next higher frequency. The e r r o r  specifica- 
tion must  now be in t e rms  of the peak tolerable e r r o r  and the percent of 
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Fig. 5 Plots of ranging-tone frequency, fR,  required f o r  
meeting a specified r m s  range e r r o r  tolerance DR. 
time i n  wliich this Io lc rnncc  is l o  be mot. Thus, i f  the ratio of frequencies 
is l :a(>l) then the maximum allowable instantaneous phase error is 
I A+ = n / a  (1 1) 
The percent of time in  which a specified level must not be exceeded by the 
noise is determined by the noise probability distribution and by the speci- 
fied maximum level expressed i n  terms of a "peak factor'' k (or in units of 
the r m s  value of the noise). 
equivalent to  an r m s  e r r o r  Ab/k. 
A peak instantaneous e r r o r  Ab would then be 
Thus we require that 
Combination of (61, (11) and (12) leads to  
2 2  
1 k 2  a k  
S / N Z : ( s )  - 
2 7r2 (1 3) 
This condition shows that the lower the frequency ratio, - a, the lower the 
threshold that must be exceeded by (and hence the less stringent the require- 
ment on) the operating SIN.  
It can also be shown that the higher the frequency ratio - a the 
smal le r  the phase e r r o r  that can resu l t  from nonlinear operations upon 
the sum of the tones. 
But for specified highest and lowest tone frequencies, the smal le r  
A large num- the frequency rat io  the larger  the required number of tones. 
be r  of tones is undesirable because of the equal number of required tone- 
isolation phase -locked loops and other auxiliary circuits and associated 
operational complexity. Moreover, the la rger  the number of tones, the 
l e s s  the available signal power per tone and the greater the occupancy of 
the available spectral  space. 
Within the above broad guidelines, a frequency ratio of 5 was  con- 
sidered a reasonable choice for the GRARR system. 
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4. 3 . 2  ARC Modulation of 4 kc Subcarrier 
For ambiguity resolutions requiring periodicities below 8 cps, all 
tones below 4 k c  a r e  disabled in the more recent GRARR systems, and a 
maximal-length ambiguity resolving code (ARC) is applied a s  a modulation 
on the 4 kc tone. 
the ARC-modulated 4 kc signal is how to obtain, after phase modulation of 
the R F  carr ier ,  an 
of about f300 cps centered at the c a r r i e r  frequency. 
spectrum is desired as a necessary step f o r  minimizing the disturbance to  
the c a r r i e r  component of the phase-modulated R F  ca r r i e r ,  the range of 
f300 cps covering the selectable bandwidths of the carrier-isolating phase- 
locked loop. It must be noted a t  the outset that the nature of the phase- 
modulation process and the phase-modulating signal in the present application 
makes it impossible to f ree  completely the immediate vicinity of the c a r r i e r  
component of interference, but the interference can be kept below tolerable 
l imits i f  
The fundamental question regarding the generation of 
RF spectrum that goes effectively to zero over a range  
This property of the 
a) the spectral  density of the ARC-modulated 4 kc 
subcarrier is sufficiently low in the range of 
about f300 cps about 0 cps; and 
the phase deviation of the R F  c a r r i e r  by the 
ARC-modulated 4 kc tone is sufficiently small. 
b) 
The type of ARC modulation of interest  f o r  the 4 kc tone is equivalent 
to a process  whereby in each of a succession of t ime slots of duration1/4000 
s e c  one of two pulses p(t) o r  -p(t) is picked for  transmission with equal prob- 
ability. In such a situation, it can be shown that the mean-square spectral  
density of the resulting signal varies with frequency in direct  proportion to 
the square of the magnitude of the Fourier  t ransform of p(t). 
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The simplest and most effective modulation technique is to use 
the rectangular pulses of the ARC sequence to pick (with equal probability) 
a 4 kc sine pulse o r  its phase reverse  to f i l l  each of successive 1/4000-sec 
time slots. In this switching process,  careful control of the switching t ime 
instants must be exercised in order  to  avoid transients resulting from 
amplitude and phase s teps  in the resulting ARC-modulated signal. 
tunately both of these undesired effects can be combated by switching only 
at zeros  of the 4 kc subcarr ier ,  and the amplitude s teps  and phase steps 
caused by unavoidable but small  j i t ter  can be kept below tolerable levels. 
F o r -  
With careful control of the switching instants as just indicated, the 
spectrum of the resulting waveform is determined by the square of the mag- 
nitude of the Fourier  transform of the sine-pulse. 
the resulting ratio of total power in the band extending f300 cps around the 
c a r r i e r  frequency to the power in the car r ie r  component for the largest  
planned carrier phase deviation by the code yields approximately - 39 db. 
Direct computation of 
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4. 3. 3 R F  Signal Design: Operating Frequencies, Modulation Parameters  
and Spectral Characteristics 
The design of the R F  signal is determined by the choice of uplink 
and downlink frequencies, the modulation parameters and the desired R F  
spectral  charac t e ris t i c s . 
The operating radio frequencies a r e  determined on the basis of: 
(a) The variation of environmental noise characterist ics 
with frequency-- e. g. , sky  noise, ground ambient 
noise, noise due to atmospheric and other absorption 
phenomena, etc. 
The availability of well-developed R F  components, 
principally power amplfying devices that provide 
proper levels of power oiitput. 
Compatibility with other operating earth and space 
systems. 
Considerations of range-rate measurement based 
on doppler shift of c a r r i e r  frequency (which influ- 
ence not only desirable frequency level but also the 
requirement of coherence between the up and down 
frequencies). 
Ground antenna gain characterist ics as a function 
of geometrical dimensions versus  frequency. 
(b) 
(C) 
( d) 
(e) 
The combination of the above considerations has led to the selec-  
tion of S-Band frequencies in the range of 1700 mc to 2200 mc,  and V H F  
frequencies in the range of 135 mc to 155 mc. 
cies a r e  in the ratio of 4 to 3 for S-Band and the ratio of 13 to  12 for  VHF. 
The up and down frequen- 
The modulation parameters are determined by 
(4 the demodulation process,  the one selected for  the 
GRARR system involving direct use of particular 
R F  spectral  components in extracting the desired 
ranging waveforms (tones and A R  C-modulated sub- 
ca r r i e r )  ; 
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(b) the requirement for  a strong c a r r i e r  component 
for rapid signal acquisition, for  use in the mono- 
pulse system for  angle measurement and antenna 
auto-tracking of spacecraft, and for use in range- 
ra te  measurements and a s  reference for  extracting 
the desired ranging waveforms (tones ahd ARC-  
modulated subcarrier);  
the restriction on extent and density of bandwidth 
occupancy; and 
the desired distribution of signal power among the 
spectral  lines corresponding to the various compo- 
nent ranging waveforms. 
(C)  
( d) 
In what follows, analyses a r e  provided of the R F  spectral  char- 
acter is t ics  of signals that model the signals used in the G R A R R  system 
for  bringing out their  basic properties. 
Basic R F  SDectral Characteristics 
~ 
Consider phase modulation by the composite signal. 
M 
e (t) = A sin[w.t + +.I 
m j= 1 j 3 J 
(14) 
This represents  the sum of M tones; the ARC-modulated 4 kc subcar r ie r  
may be included by an appropriate interpretation of the corresponding 
phase, b The resultant phase-modulated signal is given by 
j' 
e (t) = COS[W t + k  e (t)+b 3 
PM c P m  C 
M 
where k = A.k Since the k . ' s  a r e  each l e s s  than unity, we can write .. 
j J P' 3 
M 
i= 1 
e (t) = C  cos[o t + +  3 + c.{cos[(wc+oi) t + +  c 1  + + . I  0 C C 1 PM 
- cos[(wc - Wi) t + bc - 43) 
+ (Smaller intermodulation t e rms)  (1 6) 
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where the amplitudes of the spectral  t e rms  a r e  given by 
M -
(17) 
In the GRARR system, the entire spectrum is translated by a 
l inear product demodulation to a new center at zero  frequency, where 
the desired tones are extracted by means of phase-locked loops. The 
spectrum of epM(t) of Eq. (15) contains intermodulation t e rms  of 
several  types that may be large enough to be troublesome. Fortunately, 
the even-ordered intermodulation t e rms  will  cancel out in the necessary 
product demodulation operation if  the inserted c a r r i e r  is exactly in quad- 
ra ture  with the input c a r r i e r  component. It must, however, be empha- 
sized that imperfect cancellation of even-order t e r m s  may be expected 
because of improper phasing of the auxiliary c a r r i e r  used in the detection 
process, due to inherent noisiness of the auxiliary detector carrier o r  a 
quasi-static phase offset caused by drifts and other phenomena. A phase 
deviation 8 from orthogonality attenuates the odd-order t e rms  by an ampli- 
tude factor of cos 8 and the even-order t e r m s  by a factor of s in  8. 
GRARR Uplink Signal 
In the special case of the GRARR sys tem there may be three uplink 
channels nominally separated in frequency by 1. 0 m c  and by 0. 8 mc. Each 
channel may be operated in one of two modes, a parallel  mode o r  a sequen- 
- tial mode. In the parallel mode, a channel is phase-modulated by a base- 
band signal containing seven sidetones. 
tones are complemented on the high side of the 4 kc tone, in order  to ensure 
that no modulation frequency components lie so  close to the c a r r i e r  that they 
(The four lowest frequency ranging 
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1 
would degrade c a r r i e r  extraction and doppler measurement accuracy. ) 
In the sequential mode, the baseband signal contains the highest-frequency 
tone all the time, the tones of lower frequency being swiiched on one by 
one in a sequence for  a time sufficient to synchronize corresponding dig- 
ital tone extractors,  until finally the tone of lowest frequency or the  A R C -  
modulated subcarr ier  is introduced. The 20 kc, 100 kc and 500 kc (when 
used) sidetones will  hereafter be referred to a s  major sidetones and the 
remaining ones a s  minor sidetones (o r  minor frequencies to denote the 
4 kc  tone and the components spaced from it by the minor-tone frequencies). 
The c a r r i e r  phase deviations selected for the various tones in each of the 
two modes of operation a r e  listed in Table 11. 
ation, the choice of deviations was based on maximizing the power in the 
highest-frequency tone subject to the constraints of equal c a r r i e r  and sub- 
c a r r i e r  powers (for single channel operation) and minimum circuit com- 
plexity . For VHF, the deviations w e r e  chosen to maximize tone power 
without excessive degradation of subcarr ier  power and without increasing 
circuit complexity. 
modulated subcar r ie r  is chosen so that replacing the minor tones with the 
code would not disturb the amplitudes of the other components present. 
For S-Band sequential oper- 
In both cases ,  the carrier phase deviation by the code- 
GRARR Downlink Signal 
The GRARR S-Band transponder is designed to accommodate up 
to three simultaneously interrogating stations each of which uses  a highest 
frequency not exceeding 100 kc for  precision range measurement. 
transponder may also accommodate only one station with a precision rang- 
ing tone frequency not exceeding 500 kc. 
depends upon the number of active ground stations as well as upon the modu- 
lations car r ied  on the associated uplink signals. 
The 
Consequently, the downlink signal 
When more  than one station a r e  active at the same time, each 
uplink signal is f i r s t  heterodyned down to a pre-assigned subcar r ie r  fre- 
quency before it is applied along with the other heterodyned signals to the 
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Tab le  I1 
CARRIER PHASE DEVIATIONS IN GRARR SIGNALS 
Component 
Up - l ink 
M a j o r  Tone (20, 100 and 
500 kc) 
Minor  Tone (4, 4.008, 
4.032, 4.160 and 4.800 kc) 
Code-Modulated 4 k c  
Highest  Tone 
Second Tone or Code 
Down-link 
S-Band S u b c a r r i e r  (1, 2 
or 3 channel) 
V H F  S u b c a r r i e r  
I Parallel 
S-Band 
0.7 
0.2 
0.45 
- 
- 
1.5, 0 . 7 5 0 r 0 . 5  
(res p e c tiv ely) 
- 
VHF 
0.7 
0.7 
0.45 
- 
- 
- 
1.0 
Sequent ia l  
S-Band 
- 
1.06 
0.7 
1.5, 0.7501-0.5 
(respectively) 
downlink phase modulator, 
2. 4 mc and 3. 2 mc and a phase deviation of 0. 5 rad of the downlink c a r -  
r i e r  for each of the subcarr iers ,  have been chosen on the basis of occupy- 
ing a bandwidth of less  than 4 mc (for simplicity of transponder design) 
with a minimum likelihood of interference among the channels, and with- 
out seriously degrading the threshold S /N  ratios for the desired spectral  com- 
ponents. The magnitudes of the various terms in  the downlink spectrum relative 
to  the total power in the signal are listedin Table III. Numbers a r e  a lso listed for 
sequential operation on the uplink signals and for VHF. These values refer  t o  
the components after spectral  folding about w 7 0. Note also that even-ordered 
intermodulation te rms  have been neglected since it is assumed that they are 
cancellable. Even-ordered te rms  actually exist in  the spectrum with mag- 
nitudes up to  -32.8 db. 
4. 3. 4 
Nominal subcarrier frequencies of 1. 4 mc, 
Selection of Doppler Bias 
In the G R A R R  system, range rate is determined from the doppler * 
shift of the R F  carrier frequency. 
used in tracking a space vehicle is expected to be smal l  (of the order of a 
few parts in 105) compared to the signal frequency. Precise measurement 
of such a small  fractional change in  frequency may be facilitated by mixing 
the doppler-shifted incoming c a r r i e r  component with a continuing replica 
of .the originally transmitted signal and then operating on the resulting beat 
signal. 
presented by cos[ 27(fc + 2fd)t + bc] ,  and the local reference signal by 
The two-way doppler shift of a carrier 
Thus, i f  the incoming car r ie r  componcnt is, for simplicity, re- 
cos[ 27freft + b ] I ref 
Measurement of the 
shift 2f d. 
the desired beat signal is given by 
cos[ 2 d f c  - f ref + 2fd)t + bc - bref] (19) 
frequency of this signal then yields the two-way doppler 
The measurement of the frequency of the signal represented by 
Eq. (19) may be performed by standard analog methods (such as a frequency 
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Table 111 
Component 
Carr ie r  
Sub ca rr i e r 
Major Tone':' 
Minor Tone" 
Code 
A. RELATIVE SIDEBAND POWER O N  DOWNLINK 
S-BAND, PARALLEL MODE 
- 
1 Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 
- 5.82 - 2.44 - 1.68 
- 5.80 -10.05 -13.13 
-11.36 -15.61 -18.98 
-22.75 -27.00 -30.54 
-15.57 -19.82 -22.82 
Component 
Carr ie r  
Subcarrier 
Highest Tone 
Second Tone or Code 
In one-channel operation: 3 major and 5 minor tones. 
In two- and three-channel operation: 2 major and 5 
minor tones. 
* 
1 Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 
- 5.82 - 2.44 - 1.65 
- 5.81 -11.16 -14.16 
- 6.93 -12.28 -15.28 
-11.36 -16.71 -19.71 
C. RELATIVE SIDEBAND POWER ON DOWNLINK 
VHF MODE 
Total Firs t -Order  Sideband Power 
Component 
Carr ie r  
Subcarrier 
M a j o r  Tone (1) 
Minor Tone (5) 
Code 
Highest Tone 
Second Tone or  Code 
Parallel 
- 2.33 
- 5.66 
-11.22 
-22.6 1 
-15.32 
--- 
--- 
S e quenti a1 
- 2.33 
- 6.32 
--- 
--- 
--- 
-11.88 
-11.88 
I .discriminator) or  by frequency counting methods. Analog measurement 
methods were discounted in the GRARR system design because they a r e  
l e s s  suited for  high precision than frequency counting. 
~ 
; 
In considering any frequency measurement technique, it is im- 
portant to note carefully the effect of the frequency f - fref in Eq. (19) 
upon the measurement results. Thus, one may naturally consider 
choosing f 
ment on 
C 
so  that fc  - fref = 0 and perform the frequency measure- ref 
Such a choice however presents a number of difficulties. 
small  values of f in the presence of a given level of background noise, 
d' the measurement accuracy will be much less than for high values of f 
Second, measurement of the frequency of a signal such as (20) does not 
yield the sign of the doppler shift, and hence no distinction is made be- 
tween approaching and receding vehicles. Third, digital measurement 
approaches a r e  based on either counting the number of cycles within a 
fixed time interval, T, o r  measuring the time interval T enclosed between 
specified zero crossings. 
as f - 0. Finally, the proper implementation of high-speed doppler mea-  
surement instrumentation can be greatly simplified by choosing f 
SO that the expected maximum negative value of the two-way doppler shift 
2fd does not bring down the instantaneous frequency of the sinusoid described 
by (19) too close to  zero. 
F i r s t ,  for 
d 
The measurement breaks down in either approach 
d 
- f c ref 
The above difficulties can be avoided by a proper choice of nonzero 
The value of fc - f in (19) will  henceforth be denoted ref value for  fc - f 
fb and referred to as a frequency bias, o r  a doppler bias. 
ref' 
If the doppler 
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frequency is "biased" by a frequency that is greater than the maximum 
expected. negative doppler shift, the measured frequency would be higher 
o r  lower than the bias frequency, depending upon whether the vehicle were 
approaching o r  receding from the tracking station. The doppler frequency 
together with its sense may be determined la te r  in the process of data r e -  
duction by subtracting the bias frequency from the measured frequency. 
In the digital approach to  the measurement, biased doppler is 
obtained from the rat io  between number of cycles counted N and the time 
duration T f o r  the count; namely, 
- f + 2fd N T b *  
- -  (21) 
where 2f is the two-way doppler frequency shift and f is the bias frequency. d b 
The technique may be implemented either for measuring "instantaneous f r e  - 
quency'.' (i. e., number of cycles per  unit of a fixed counting interval) with 
a ,p re se t  T and a changing N, o r  for measuring "instantaneous period'' (i. e. ,  
t ime interval per  cycle) with a preset N (defined by a specified sequence of 
zero  crossings) and a changing T. 
The counting approach based on a fixed smal l  count of f + 2fd and 
the measurement of the resulting variable counting period T provides the 
preferred solution to the problem of precision measurement. 
small  number, N 
taneous value of 0(t) = fb  + 2fd) to define a time gate of variable width 
b 
Thus, a fixed 
of cycles of cos Q(t) is chosen (independently of the instan- 
0' 
(22) 
0 
N 
T =  
fb + 2fd 
The width T of the gate can be measured with high precision by using i t  to 
gate on a stable oscillation of much higher frequency than the biased doppler 
shift, and counting the number of cycles of this oscillation that a r e  enclosed 
within the gate width. If fclock cps denotes the frequency of the oscillation 
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r 
used to "clock" the interval T, N is the resulting count of clock periods, 
and f is chosen sufficiently high compared with the highest value clock 
o f f  + 2fd, then b 
N f  o clock 
b 
N =  f + 2 f d  (23) 
In Eq. (23), the number N and bias frequency f a r e  design 
0 b 
parameters that affect the quality of the doppler measurement, f clock 
affecting only the ultimate precision of the time measurement. N is 
0 
determined by the longest allowable counting interval T 
est  interval occurs when f + 2f assumes i ts  lowest expected value. Thus b d 
This long- ma2 
1 (24) max 'fb - 2f -d, max N = T  0 
where -f 
turn is determined by spacecraft dynamics and required system accuracy (see 
Section 4.5). Substitution from Eq. (24) into Eq. (23) and solution for the e r r o r  
Af resulting from an  e r r o r  AN in  the count of fclock cycles yields 
is the maximum expected negative doppler shift. Lax in -d, max 
d 
2 
(f + 2fd) 
(fb - 2f ) bN 
- -1 b 
-d, max f max clock A f d  - 2T 
(25) 
Note that the factor multiplying AN determine6 the sensitivity of A f  to 
AN and that this factor is a maximum f o r  fd = Sd, max = maximum posi- 
tive doppler shift. The choice o f f  that would make Af least sensitive 
to  AN a t  the higher end is 
d 
b d 
f b, opt = 4f -d, max + 2f+d,max (26) 
Substitution in Eq. (25) yields 
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2 
+ fd) 
AN 4, mas 
+ f  (fd, 13-p 
T f  f Af = - rnax clock d, p-p d (27) 
where 
4 per  sccond 65,503 4,o 0 : 
2 per sccond 131,007 1:,187 
1 pcr  sccond 220,263 14,328 
6 per  niinutc 3,133,956 182,182 
& f  + €  -d, mCw +d, m a s  f d, P-P 
= peak-to-peak dopplcr shiil (28) 
In the GRARR system, the various parameters  used in the above 
analysis have been assigned the following design values: 
5 
= 0.83 X 10 cps - 
-d, rnax f+d, max f 
fb fd, max 
fclock 
rnax T 
= 5 X 10 5 cpsm6f  
7 
= 10 cps 
= 97 msec for 8 samples/sec,  S-Band system 
= 6 msec  for 8 samples/sec,  VHF system 
N = 32,751 fo r  S-Band system, 8 samples / sec  
= 2,046 for  VI-IF system, 8 samples / sec  
0 
For sampling rates other than 8 samples / sec ,  the values of N are as 
follows : 
0 
Sampling S -13ancl VI TI;' 
0 
N 
0 
Ratc N 
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4.4 Types and So.urces of E r r o r  
A system er ror  analysis serves a number of important objectives. 
F i r s t ,  it identifies the principal sources of e r r o r  for careful consideration 
in design to minimize the contributions of individual sources and in system 
calibration prior to each mission. 
ing difficulty, complexity, etc. ) involved in reducing the contribution of each 
individual source, a logical basis is determined for subdividing a total allow - 
able system e r r o r  among the various sources, which often amounts to break- 
ing down the overall system performance specifications to performance 
specifications for the various sub-systems. 
accuracy that can be expected with a specified system design, and helps de- 
fine the critical system check-out and evaluation tests.  
Second, on the basis of the cost (includ- 
Third, it brings out the tracking 
System performance is limited by two general types of e r ro r s :  
(i) 
(ii) 
Systematic e r rors .  These a r e  e r r o r s  caused 
by unavoidable inadequacy of calibration, mis - 
alignments, drifts in circuit characterist ics,  
uncertainty in knowledge of velocity of light, 
etc. Such e r ro r s  a r e  distinguished by consis- 
tency i n  value and direction during a typical 
tracking interval. 
Random e r ro r s .  These a r e  e r r o r s  caused by 
random -fluctuation disturbances, such a s  
r eceiver nois e, intercepted environmental 
noise , atmospheric fluctuations , etc. 
Some of these e r r o r s  are within the control of the system designer, some 
may be controlled by the system operator by proper calibration, some may 
be estimated or  measured during system operation and hence compensated 
for in data processing, and some are  caused by heretofore unresolved un- 
certainties. 
The allowable e r r o r  contributions of the various sources depend 
upon a variety of operational conditions as well  as spacecraft dynamics. 
F o r  illustration of typical comparative levels under ordinary conditions, 
a likely breakdown of instrumental e r r o r s  in the GRARR system design 
is as follows: 
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Sources of Range Errors 
Thermal noise 
Dynainic lags 
Oscillator noise 
Transponder group delay 
variation 
Receiver delay variatior 
Oscillator calibration 
Quantizing noise 
Digital timing e r r o r s  
Maximum Allowed E r r o r  
7.5 m 
0.3 m 
0.2 m 
‘1.5 m 
2.0 m 
0.5 m 
0.6 m 
5.0 m 
Ambiguity resolution e r r o r s  may be readily 
detected and corrected, unless the S/N ra t io  of the 
ambiguity resolving waveforms (tones o r  AR code) 
is too poor. 
Sources of Range-Rate Maximum 
E r r o r s  1 Allowed 1 E r r o r  
Thermal noise 
Coherent oscillator instability 
Oscillator nois e 
Quantizing noise 
Coherent oscillator calibration 
Digital timing errors 
0.06 m / s  
0.022 m/s  
0.01 m/s 
0.036 m / s  
neg. 
0.029 m l s  
4 . 5  Effect of Spacecraft Dynamics on System Design 
In general, the motion of the spacecraft  relative to  a tracking 
station affects 
a) the time it takes for spatial acquisition of the space- 
craft by the ground antenna; 
b) the t ime it takes the various loops in the system to 
acquire their respective signal components, and 
maintain proper lock (or tracking) of these com- 
ponents; 
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C) the total time the spacecraft is visible to  the t rack-  
ing station, and hence the bounds on allowable 
acquisition times; 
the minimal sampling ra te  required, and the 
maximum allowable measurement time per sample, 
for extracting the data necessary for a satisfactory 
characterization of the trajectory and the motion; 
the ultimate accuracy with which the data and the 
time of occurrence of a data sample can be deter-  
mined; and 
the possibility of interference between signals orig- 
inating from two o r  more simultaneously interrogat- 
ing stations, caused by the doppler shifts on the up- 
links. 
Of these considerations, only d) and e) a r e  sufficiently critical in 
the GRARR system to deserve special discussion here. 
Sampling Rate and Measurement Time 
The minimum allowable sampling rate  in the observation of a 
band-limited time function is determined by the width of the spectral 
region occupied by the function. 
we  are concerned with the spectral  widths of r(t) and r(t), the time func- 
tions describing range and range rate. Fo r  the "typical" orbit considered 
in the GRARR system design it can be shown that the sampling frequency f 
must satisfy the condition 
In range and range-rate measurement, 
S 
max I r(t) I = I/ 80  samples/ s ec  1 f > -  
s 7r Ii.(t)Imax 
The lowest sampling ra te  used in  the GRARR system is 6 per minute. 
Another quantity that is limited by the spacecraft dynamics is the 
In range measurement, the maxi- measurement" t ime per data sample. I t  
mum allowable measurement time T 
requirement that during this time the range should not change more than 
some fraction (say I/ 10) of the specified system range accuracy, CJ 
if kmaX = magnitude of maximum range rate, then we may require that 
per sample is determined by the max, r 
Thus, R' 
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* r  < OR/ 1 0  max! r  max-  T 
whence 
max < o  p o i -  m a x , r  - R T 
Similarly, for range rate  
* < ' a -  p o i '  m a x , r  - R max T 
The design numbers mentioned in Sections 4.1 and 4. 2 yield 
. I 0.025msec m a ,  r < 0.15 msec, and T max, r - T 
(31)  
(3 2) 
In range measurement, T is the maximum allowable sum m a ,  r 
of delay in the transponder, delay in the ground receiver between antenna 
and tone PLL's,  and integration time of the PLL of the highest-frequency 
tone in the ground receiver. 
ponder and in the ground receiver prior to  the tone P L L ' s  a r e  determined 
by bandwidths that a r e  very much wider than the tone PLL bandwidth, and 
hence may be neglected relative to  the closed-loop integration time. The 
P L L  closed-loop integration time is optimized for a suitable compromise 
between random-noise e r r o r  and dynamic lag e r r o r .  
In the GRARR system, the delays in the t rans-  
In range-rate measurement, we require  that the time delay 
in the transponder plus the time delay 7 in the ground receiver 
'd, transp d, g 
pr ior  to  biased-doppler counting, plus the maximum value T of Eq. (24) max 
of the doppler counting interval, sati3fy the condition 
- 2f 
-d, max 'd, transp '7 d, g + N o / ( f b  (3 3) 
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In the GRARR system, T is about 4 psec i n  the S-Band d, transp 
system and about 1 7  psec i n  the V H F  system, 7 is principally deter-  
d, Fs -
mined by a 100-cps wide  crystal  filter for the ranging tone, and by a car- 
rier-tracking loop with a bandwidth having one of the lower values from 
the set  [2000, 600, 200, 60, 20  cps] for the biased- doppler tone. 
It is to be noted, however, that the system accuracy is normally ex- 
pected to  deteriorate under the peak dynamic conditions (high values of range 
rate  and radial acceleration) , because the system calibration is made under 
quasi-static conditions, leaving all response e r r o r s  under the peak dynamic 
conditions uncompensated for. Th i s  suggests that a more relaxed bound on 
the measurement time than is indicated above maybe justified under the more 
severe dynamic conditions. The e r ro r s  caused by mildly excessive measure- 
ment t ime may also be partially compensated for in  data processing. 
Ultimate Sample Timinp and Data Accuracy 
The steps performed in the measurement of each sample value of 
range a r e  as follows: First, a time interval start pulse is generated by the 
coincidence of a reference pulse (selected with the data rate switch) and a 
positive-going zero  crossing of the highest ranging tone in use.  With proper 
pre-alignment of the tones, the s tar t  pulse marks the instant of transmission 
of the I '  event" "all tones a r e  in phase". After re turn via the transponder, the 
received tones a r e  applied to the Digital Tone Extractor for regeneration of 
d e a n  tones phase coherent with the returned tones. 
crossings of the regenerated tones a re  then used to generate a stop pulse 
that marks  the instant of reappearance of the "event""al1 tones a r e  in  phase'' 
back at the receiver. The time separation between the start and stop pulses 
is taken as the round-trip transit  t ime to the transponder. 
tion is measured in  the Time Interval Unit by counting the number of 100 mc 
periods enclosed within it. 
The positive-going zero  
This t ime separa-  
The round-trip transit  time is therefore measured in quanta of 
8 I/ 10  
equal t o  the round-trip time to be measured. 
sec = 10 nanoseconds. The counting time interval for each sample is 
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Two questions may therefore be raised. The f i rs t  concerns 
the effect of the t ime it  takes the ranging "event" to travel to the space- 
craft and back to the point of measurement upon the definition of the 
time of occurrence of a data sample; the second concerns the ultimate 
data accuracy. 
The same questions also a r i s e  in connection with range-rate 
data; where an  interval of time is measured as defined by a preset  
number of cycles of the biased-doppler tone, as discussed in Section 
4 . 3 . 4 .  
The first question concerns the "age" of a datum point by the 
t ime it has been measured. Corrections must evidently f i rs t  be made 
for the inevitable but closely predictable delays in the transponder and 
the ground equipment. 
for, one may reasonably assume that each range reading should be 
assigned to  the instant of t ime a t  the mid-point of the round-trip t ransi t  
interval, and each range r a t e  reading should be assigned to the instant 
of time occurring a one-way transit  interval before the start of the counting 
interval. 
occurrence of the samples wil l  not be uniformly spaced and the ''age" 
of the information will change from sample to sample, because of the 
changing value of the one-way transit  time. Moreover, the up t ransi t  
time and doppler wil l  be different from their  down values i f  the delay in 
the transponder is not properly bounded in t e r m s  of range r a t e  and ac- 
celeration, causing the above assignment of data points t o  instants of 
occurrence t o  be in e r ror .  
After such delays have been properly accounted 
In each case, it should be clear that the assigned instants of 
The data accuracy is limited in the measurement techniques by 
the automatic quantization as well as the fact that range and range r a t e  
will change during the delays and the counting t imes.  
In the range measurement, the round-trip t ime is measured in 
quantum steps of 10 nanoseconds, resulting in a n  r m s  quantization e r r o r  of 
of 1 O / G  nanoseconds (equivalent to 0.42 m). 
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Fig. 6 Plots of r m s  range e r ro r  OR as a function of SIN in the ranging-tone 
isolation filter bandwidth, for  different ranging-tone frequencies, fR* 
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Fig. 7 Plots of probability of incorrect ambiguity resolution as  
a function of (S/N) in the tone-isolation filter bandwidth. 
- ~ 
The cycle counting technique f o r  measuring doppler also results 
In order to derive a n  estimate of the resulting quanti- in quantized data. 
zation e r r o r  we first observe that the count N changes by = for each 
quantum" change in the instantaneous doppler shift. Consequently, the 
quantum step in the range-rate measurement is, from Eq. (25), given by 
II 
2 
C'fb + fd) - 
quantum 2Tmax (f b - f -d,max ) f  ref f up 
(Ai.) 
where f 
The s ize  of the step is seen to depend upon f and to be maximum for the 
maximum value of f Thus, i f  we se t  f = f and f b  = 6 of Eq.(26), 
we obtain 
= the uplink c a r r i e r  frequency radiated by the ground transmitter,  
U P  
d 
d' d +d,max 3 opt 
- 4cfdJ p -p - 
(Ar)quantum, m a ,  opt T f f  max up clock 
(34) 
Therefore, the r m s  range-rate quantization e r r o r  is l e s s  than or  equal to. 
2 cf d, P-P / f i  
f f  max up clock T 
For  the design numbers listed in Section 4.3.4 for the S-Band system 
(f  
4.6 Fluctuation-Noise Considerations 
= 2270 Mc), the bound given by (35) is approximately 0. 025 m/sec.  
'UP 
(35) 
The effect of random-fluctuation noise passed by a tone-isolation 
f i l ter  upon the observed phase of the tone was  discussed in Section 4.3.1.  
In the present section we shall u se  the results of Section 4. 3.1 to determine 
the S/N requirements for the precision ranging tonesJ the ambiguity r e -  
solving tones and the biased-doppler measurements. 
that provide guidance in the distribution of signal power among the ranging 
tones, and the selection of ca r r i e r  isolation bandwidths for the doppler 
measurements. 
Plots wil l  be presented 
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4. 6 . 1  S/ N Requirements for Precision Range Tones 
From Eq. ( l o ) ,  the r m s  range e r r o r  CJ as a function of the R 
ranging-tone frequency f R 
PLL bandwidth is given by 
and tone S/ N ratio within the tone-isolation 
where c is the velocity of signal propagation. 
in Fig. 6 for  the three major tones. 
for a specified U 
21 db for fR = 100 kc and 35 db for f 
This expression is plotted 
Inspection of this  plot shows that 
= 500 kc, of 15 meters,  S / N  must exceed 7 db for f R R 
= 20 kc. R 
Actually, the threshold value for r m s  e r r o r  due to additive 
random-fluctuation noise should be taken as l e s s  than the specified 15 
meter system accuracy because of the many other sources of non-neglig- 
ible e r ror .  
various e r ro r  sources w a s  presented in Section 4.4. 
A representative division of total e r r o r  budget among the 
4.6. 2 S/ N Requirements for Ambiguity Resolving Tones 
If gaussian noise and (S/N)  - > 7 db are assumed, then the prob- 
ability that the phase e r r o r  I$ (t) on an ambiguity resolving tone wil l  
exceed k times the r m s  value c 
c 
of the e r r o r  is given by r m s  
P(bc> k c ) = 1 - erf(k/fi)  r m s  (37) 
Now, i f  the frequency ratio between successive tones is 2, then 
for  proper ambiguity resolution, the phase e r r o r  on an AR tone should, 
f rom Eq. (17), be l e s s  than n / a  rad. 
tone wi l l  not correctly resolve the ambiguity on the next higher-frequency 
tone is given by 
Therefore,  the probability that an AR 
where w e  have combined Eqs. (9), (17) and (37). 
for a = 5 and a = 4 in Fig. 7. 
Equation (38) is plotted 
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Inspection of Fig. 7 shows that for a probability of incorrect 
ambiguity resolution of 1'0 or  less, the S/N ratio must equal or  ex- 
ceed 12 db if  a = 4 and 14 db if  a = 5. 
-5 
From Figs. 6 and 7 it is clear that the precision tone must be 
favored with considerably more signal power than the ambiguity resolv- 
ing tones. 
4. 6.3 S/N Requirements for  Biased Doppler Tone 
The biased-doppler tone derived from the returned car r ie r  
component wil l  be accompanied by a narrowband of random-fluctuation 
noise. If a slowly changing doppler is assumed, the instantaneous f re -  
quency of the biased-doppler tone can be expressed as 
fb + 2fd + f n (t) f fbd + fn(t) 
where f (t) is the fluctuation introduced by the noise. 
the expression for the count of l / f  
Consequently, n 
periods becomes clock 
N f  N f  
N =  o clock w O [l - fn(f)/fbd1 
fbd[ Lt fn(t)/fbdl fbd 
(3 9) 
since I fn(t) I << fbd. If a constant input mean-square noise density is 
assumed and the spectrum of f (t) is limited to  within kB / 2  cps of zero 
frequency, it can be shown that for a range-rate e r r o r  of a 
S / N  must satisfy the condition 
n n 
o r  less ,  R 
which holds for S/ N > 10 db. Figure 8 presents a plot of 0 as a function of S/ N 
according to the equality sign in (41) and for the choice of GRARR design param- 
eters giveninsection 4.4.4. andf of 0.1 
m/ sec, (S/N) must equalor exceedabout 9dbJ i f  B = 20 cpsand32dbJ i f  Bn= 300 cps. 
R - 
= 2270Mc. This plot shows that foro 
UP it 
n 
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Fig.  8 Plots of r m s  range-rate e r r o r  as a function of S / N  
ratio in car r ie r  isolation bandwidth Bn, for various 
values of Bn, and for S-Band system design parameters. 
5. Performance of Operating GRARR Systems 
The Goddard Range and Range Rate System has thus far been 
They were the Inter-  
I 
used successfully on four spacecraft missions. 
planetary Monitoring Platforms (IMP) A,  B and C and the Eccentric Orbit- 
ing Geophysical Observatory (EOGO or  EGO) A. The three IMP missions 
utilized the VHF system while the EGO utilized the S-Band-system. 
1 
The I M P  missions have provided a considerable quantity of 
data that have been used to  check system performance. 
sion, while proving S-Band performance, has  been hampered by the fact 
that the attitude control system of the spacecraft w a s  not able to provide 
the proper orientation, and so the R + R transponder antenna w a s  not facing 
the earth as planned. This has resulted directly from the failure of some 
of the spacecraft booms to  deploy. 
over a small  portion of the orbit. 
The EGO mis-  
Consequently, data were obtainable only 
IMP A achieved an orbit with an apogee of approximately 200,000 
km and a perigee of approximately 300 km. The transponder w a s  modi- 
fied so that, in the ranging mode, the power in the sidebands w a s  shared 
equally with the telemetry signal. With 0. 5 rad of phase deviation assigned 
to  the ranging tones and 0. 5 rad  assigned to  telemetry, the distribution of 
signal power in  the resulting downlink spectrum, relative to  the unmodulated 
carrier, was  as follows: 
ca r r i e r  
subcarr ier  
20 kc tone 
other tones 
- 1.1 db 
-11.5 db 
-17.2 db 
-28.7 db 
On this basis the power balance figures are as given in Table IV. Reference 
to this table shows that in  the IMP A mission the subcarr jer  thresholds were 
reached at apogee. Consequently, data were not always obtainable. 
In I M P  B, the power was  distributed on the basis of 0.7 rad  of car- 
r i e r  phase deviation for ranging and 0.2 rad for telemetry. IMP B, however, 
did not reach the apogee of I M P  A and hence the threshold condition w a s  
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Table N 
Link Power Figures for I M P  A 
ca r r i e r  
Space craft power out 
Space loss (200,000 km) 
Antenna gain spacecraft 
Antenna gain ground 
Miscellaneous losses 
Received signal power 
Noise figure (plus preselector) 
Sky noise (additional) 
Receiver noise density 
Receiver bandwidth (2 p, 
Received S/N ratio 
+ 34.9 dbm 
-181 db 
- 4 db 
+ 19 db 
- 6 db 
-137.1 dbm 
+ 4 db 
+ 3 db 
-167 
dbm/ cps 
20 cps 
+ 16.9 db 
subcarr ier  
24.5 dbm 
-181 db 
- 4 db 
+ 19 db 
- 6 db 
-147.5 dbm 
+ 4 db 
+ 3 db 
-167 
dbm/ cps 
10 cps 
+ 9.5 db 
20 k c  tone 
+ 18.8 dbm 
-181 db 
- 4 db 
+ 19 db 
- 6 db 
-153.2 dbm 
+ 4 db 
+ 3 db 
-167 
dbm/cps 
0.1 cps 
+ 23.8 db 
never reached. 
good data have been obtained at an apogee of approximately 250,000 km. 
I M P  C used the same power distribution as IMP B and 
The data from IMP A have . been analyzed and compared with the 
expected results as a function of range. 
Figs. 9 and 10. 
These results are shown in 
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